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ABSTRACT 

There are currently two variants of engines namely OM906 & 4D34i that are being manufactured in Daimler 

India Commercial Vehicles Pvt. Ltd., Oragadam, Chennai. All the engines that are manufactured are tested 

mandatorily for their performance and critical parameters are recorded before they are sent to the vehicle assembly 

line. The engine testing involves the process of Rigging where components such as de-aeration valves, demister 

valves, exhaust manifold, turbo air inlet and outlet, coolant in and out manifolds, etc., are fitted in the engine to be 

tested and fed to the engine test bench. The rigging parts and the time taken for rigging differ with the engine variant. 

There are currently 3 engine test benches that are in operation and 2 separate rigging stations for each variant of 

engine. With the introduction of a new variant of engine, OM457 and two new test benches, one for OM457 and the 

other for OM906, the existing setup will be unable to cater the demand of all the 5 test benches. Also the rigging 

time of 4D34i engine is considerably higher than the OM906 engine making it difficult to run all the 3 engine test 

benches continuously with 4D34i engines. Thus there is a need to design a new rigging station for OM457 engine 

variant and simultaneously optimize the existing layout of the rigging stations. Hence, in the present work it is 

proposed to design a new rigging station for OM457 engine and optimize the existing layout of the OM906 and 

4D34i rigging stations by reducing the cycle time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Engine testing is one of the most important tasks in any automobile industry. In Daimler India Commercial 

Vehicles Pvt Ltd, Oragadam, Chennai, there are three variants of engines that are produced namely OM906, OM457 

and 4D34i engines. These engines are assembled in the engine assembly line and are sent to the engine testing area 

where the performance of each engine is tested. The engine testing area has three engine test benches, all of which 

can handle both OM906 and 4D34i engines. The engine testing area also has two separate stations, one for OM906 

and the other for 4D34i engine for carrying out the rigging and derigging activities. The cycle time and tact time of 

rigging and derigging each engine for the existing setup is as given in the Table.1. 

Table.1. Engine variant with process time 

Engine Variant OM906 engine 4D34i engine 

Rigging time 10 min 13 min 

Derigging time 8 min 10 min 

Takt time 30/3=10 min 30/3=10 min 

Rigging is defined as the process of preparing the engine for testing by fitting various components to run the 

engine in the test bed. It is only after rigging that the engine can be supplied with fuel, turbo air and coolant. Once 

the rigging process is completed, the engine is fed to the test bed and after the testing is completed, the tested engine 

is taken back to the rigging station. Once the engine is tested, the derigging activity is carried out in the rigging 

station in which all the components that are fitted in the rigging process are disassembled. The components that are 

fitted in the process of rigging are de-aeration valves, demister pipes, turbo air inlet and outlet manifolds, fuel inlet 

and outlet manifolds, exhaust gas outlet manifold, steering oil pump inlet and outlet ports, belt for alternator, oil 

filling activity, etc., The components and the rigging process differs with the engine variant and this in turn affects 

the cycle time for the rigging and derigging process. 

2. EXISTING LAYOUT 

The existing layout of the engine testing area is as shown in Figure 1. It consists of three engine test benches 

that are fully operational and are capable of testing both OM906 & 4D34i engine variants. There are two rigging 

stations that are present in the engine testing area separately for OM906 & 4D34i engine variant. The components 

that are involved in the rigging of 4D34i engine variant are more than that of OM906 variant. Hence the rigging time 

for 4D34i engine variant is higher. The cycle time for engine testing is 30 minutes and in order to keep all the three 

engine test beds continuously running, the takt time must be 30/3=10 minutes i.e., the engine must be coming out of 

the rigging station every 10 minutes. The cycle time for the OM906 engine is 10 minutes and it is sufficient to keep 

the test beds running. However, the cycle time for 4D34i engine is 13 minutes and it is not possible to run all the 

three engine test benches simultaneously with 4D34i engines. Also there are two workers present in OM906 rigging 

and station and only one worker in the 4D34i engine rigging station. 
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Figure.1. Existing Layout 

Problems with the Existing Layout: The cycle time of 4D34i engine rigging is 13 minutes and it needs to be less 

than 10 minutes (takt time) to meet the demand and cater for all the three test benches. In order to achieve this, the 

problems in the current layout need to be identified and the process must be optimized efficiently. On studying the 

existing process, a number of problems are identified and numerous solutions for these problems are proposed. The 

rigging parts are kept in various racks that are scattered around the entire layout of the rigging station. This increases 

the worker movement and fatigue as the worker has to travel a longer distance to take the parts for rigging and 

derigging. The movement of the engine from the engine assembly line to the rigging station and to the engine test 

bench is facilitated with the help of a vehicle called Maini. The design of the existing layout and the orientation of 

the engine affect the movement of the Maini and increases the distance travelled thereby collectively affecting the 

cycle time. The air tools that are required to fasten the rigging components are hanging overhead from the I-beam 

and hence the worker has to pull the air gun in order to use it. Also the higher cycle time of the 4D34i engine increases 

the inventory of the engines to be tested when the 4D34i engines are run at maximum capacity. With the introduction 

of a new variant of engine OM457 for testing and an additional two new test benches, the problems in the current 

layout has to be overcome in order to run all the five test benches at their maximum efficiency. 

Solutions: A new rigging station for OM457 engine variant is designed separately near to ET300. The test bench 

ET500 is designed exclusively to test OM457 engine and has a special Bowax coupling as it has higher output power. 

The weight of the OM457 engine is heavier than other engine variants and hence the entire structure of the I-beam 

structure carrying the crane must be designed to withstand higher load capacity. Two separate cranes, one for lifting 

the engine from the logistic pallet to the testing pallet where the rigging activities are carried out and another crane 

for lifting the bowax adaptor. The engine crane has a capacity of 2 tonne and the bowax crane has a capacity of 100 

kg. A tool rack containing all the rigging components is placed near the logistic pallet. The pallets and the tool rack 

are placed in the rigging area in such a way that the engine crane and the bowax crane never overhaul at any point. 

A jig boom is pivoted in the I-beam at a calculated distance from the rigging components that can sweep around the 

rigging area. The air tool guns are installed in the jig boom and the worker can bring it to the desired position by 

pulling the jig boom. 

The optimization of 4D34i & OM906 engine rigging station can be done in various methods. The cycle time 

of the rigging process can be reduced either by adding an extra worker for the same process, or splitting the work 

content by adding an extra rigging station. The solutions for the problems in the existing layout are evaluated one by 

one and various layouts are developed. The tool racks that are scattered around the entire area of the rigging station 

is replaced by a common tool rack that can house all the rigging components and the worker movement is reduced 

effectively. A jig boom carrying the air tool guns is pivoted to the I beam in such a way that it can sweep around the 

rigging area. An additional crane hoist of 1 tonne capacity is installed so that two engines can be handled 

simultaneously facilitating an extra station in the same rigging area. The logistic pallet and the testing pallet are 

placed in an appropriate position and various probabilities of layouts are evaluated. By placing all the pallets and 

racks in different positions, 10 possible layouts are evaluated. These 10 layouts are ranked against various parameters 

such as worker movement, Maini movement, cycle time, crane movement, oil filling, etc, and the layout with the 

best ranking is chosen. 

  
Figure.2. Final Layout Figure.3. Air tool Jig Boom 
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Figure.4. Common Tool Rack 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The rigging station of OM457 engine is designed and the existing rigging stations of OM906 & 4D34i 

engines are optimized by implementing the above solutions. The cycle time for rigging of 4D34i engine is reduced 

to 11 minutes and hence increasing the number of engines tested in the engine testing station. In 4D34i engine rigging 

station, the process of derigging is carried out separately in the newly installed rigging station. Thus the work content 

is split and thereby reducing the cycle time. An additional crane is installed in the rigging station for the movement 

of the derigged engine from the test pallet to the logistic pallet. A jig boom carrying all the air tools required for 

fastening is installed in all the three rigging stations for reducing the worker movement and fatigue. The scattered 

tool racks in the rigging stations are replaced by a common tool rack that can house all the components of the rigging. 

By considering all these changes, 10 possible layouts are obtained and by ranking all the layouts against the critical 

parameters, the best layout is chosen and adopted. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The major conclusions of this paper as the cycle time for rigging of 4D34i engine is reduced to 11 minutes, 

it leads to increase to test more engines within the given time. Implement the change in use of  jig boom tool, it 

reducing the worker movement and fatigue. A common tool rack is suggested, it reduce the tool moment time. From 

the above parameters ten possible layouts are obtained and by ranking all the layouts against the critical parameters, 

the best layout is chosen and adopted. 
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